
Agreement 
 

 

 

 

 

I will undertake under the following conditions upon using the pet taxi. 

Basically owners like be happy ridihg as attendant of pet, and pet's behavior and health management 

is all is the responsibility of owner. Basically, I will put in a gauge or carry bag ensure safety in the 

case of transfers of only pet. You guarantee to the following only for death to transfer the pet is 

found to be due to somehow of negligence of our shop. 

It should be noted that transfer fee if the situation that requires compensation occurs you a full 

refund. 

 

Our responsibility and exemption 

1. Security contents 

★For against attendant 

If the people who have become a car as attendant has been hurt by some chance, you can receive 

within the scope of the deposit of “interpersonal liability insurance”. 

                                     ＊Tokio Marine & Nichido Fire Insurance 

★For pet 

The shop I'm subscribed to the transportation insurance" (unbai navigator). You will be applied 

within the range of compensation of insurance in case the pet in transfer were death by the collision 

event for fire explosion or transport. But guarantee against  "injury" will be except.  

                                    ＊Tokio Marine & Nichido Fire Insurance      

 

2. Exemption 

It does not respond to the request of the guarantee or alimony if the unlikely event the following 

accident there is no negligence on our occurred. 

(1) Not guaranteed of death, escape, injury caused by transport. 

(2) Our shop is not responsible for damage to the accident was a victim in the pet found to be due to 

the cause of the third party. 

(3) Not guaranteed for death caused due to a change in the stress and shock environment due to 

transport. 

(4) Pick up during or transfers after the end of the pet of onset or death.  

I will the transport ask you to accept the above items. 

                           Date          /        / 

           Signature                                

          Pet’s name                               

Pet transport pet by standard cargo light vehicle Conditions of Carriage based 
on truck transportation business Law Enforcement Regulations will be cargo 
handling. 


